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SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

AM : Associative marker 

ALCAM : Atlas Linguistique du Cameroun 

cv : Consonant Vowel 

cvc : Consonant Vowel Consonant 

VL : Voiceless 

VD : Voiced 

ASP : Aspect 

CL : Class 

- 

L 

QM : Question Marker 

Pref : Prefix 

RM : Relative Marker 

+ : And 

I /  : Phonemic boundaries 
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Objective of the study 
The need to have a written vcrsion of African languages in general and of 

Cameroonian languages in particular is of a paramount importance. A good deal of studies 

have been undertaken in this respcct, ranging kom phonology, morphology, syntax to entire 

dictionaries. But in spite of the amount of work done to this day, it remains clear that much, 

and indeed still much. has to be done .It is in this light that we undertake yet another study on 

a Cameroonian language: Noun morphology of Befang. This dissertation is a study of the 

noun and other constituents of the noun phrase. it will also take a closer look at the relational 

pattern existing between the constituents of the nominal construction in terms of distribution 

and agreement. 

- 
%- 

1.2. Motivation 
i 

The present study was mainly motivated by the desire to contribute to the process of 

standardizationof Befang. Our choice of this language was first ofall inspired by our desire 

to transform all African languages from their oral to written forms. Another factor which 

rnotivatcd us was the development of the Befang language in a bid to contribute to the 

literacy of thc native spcakcrs. 

1.3. The location of Befang. 

This section will examine the geographical, hstoricai and socio-economic situation of 

Befang as well as the linguistic classification of the lattcr. 

1.3.1. Geographical location 

Befang is the name used for thc language, the ethnic group and the village. It is one of 
the six languages that make up the Beba-Befang clan which is one of the two clans that make 

up  the Menchurn valley sub-division. This sub-division is located in the valley between Wum 

and Baht  sub-division of the North West province of the Republic of Cameroon. 



L 

This clan has a population of about 15.000 inhabitants and lies between latitude 6”10’ 

and 6O31’ North and longitude 9O10’ and IO”21’ East. Ihims (1994:2) 

The Be&-Befang clan is bounded to the North by Wum and Bu, to the east by the 

Baht  subdivision in Mezam and Mom0 division, to the South by the Esimbi clan. The main 

occupation of the Befang people is palm oil production. This explains why their neighburs 

mentioned above call Menchum valley the “Mbanga area” and the people are called “Mbanga 

people”. The geographical situation of Befang is illustrated by the following maps. 

M a e  shows the family and linguistic groups in Cameroon. 

Map2 presents Befang as one of the national languages of Menchum. 

Map3 shows the Befang language in the midst of neighbouring languages of the North West 

province 

ix“ 
d - 
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MAP 2: NATIONAL LANGUAGES OF THE MENCHUM DIVISION 
.- 

. . .  

~ 

. . . . , .  
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... 
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ka- 
0 5 I O  L. - . 

The hatched area indicates the position of Befang in the Menchum division. 

! 
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MAP 3: BEFANG AND NEIGHBOURING LANGUAGES 

The hatched area indicates Befang amongst neighbouring languages. 
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1.3.2. Socio-economic situation 
i The inhabitants of Befang are people from varions linguistic origins who live 

harmoniously under the supreme figure of their chief. The latter rules with the assistance of 

the traditional council, a council of sub-chiefs and various secret societies such as the “in& 

bakurn”. Saturday is the only market day for the week. 

---.- -__ . <  

1 
As far as the economic life IS concerned, the people dcrivc their mainstray from 

agricultural activities, favoured by very fertile alluvial soils. Fotoh (1999) says’oil palm is the 

main cash crop of the Befang people. It is so important to these people that it has become a 

parameter for measuring wealth. Other activities of the people include poult~y. hunting and 

fishing. 

4 

Befang okornanjang English gloss 

i - mbuke u- buk; Pot 

i - gbrnd i- qdrn Plantain 

lb -ku ‘ f  
I I i 

I h - saf5 Id- jc in  1 corn 

6 - kdv Bone 

This table provides some variations between the two dialects. Apart &om slight 1 (L. -- 
differences revealed by the table above, it’s worth noting that the following villages: Obang, 

Bangwe and Agwili speak Befang without any noticeable differences. It thcrefore becomes 

clear that these villages speak the same variety which is the Befang language. 
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1.3.3.2. Linguistic classification 

In this study we will consider Greenberg’s classification and A L C m  (1983). 

A c c o r h g  to ALCAM, Befang falls under zone 8 ofthe languages of Cameroon and is coded 

851. This zone covers all the languages spoken North of the South West and West of the 

North West. 

The origin of the language is traced by the Greenberg’s genealogical classification, 

ii-om the phylum, family, branch and even its group as illustrated below. 

African language 

1 ( P h Y h 4  

Nilo Afro Niger Kordofaniaii Khoisan 

Congo Asiatic I (subphylum) 

Niger Congo Kordofanian 
2 

West Mande voltaic Benue Congo Kwa Adamalva 

Atlantic 

Cross . Bendi Bantoid Jukunoid 

River / (Branch) 

Mambiloid Bantu 

(Sub-branch) 1 
Jaraivan Tvoid Ekoid Nyang Grassfield Bebalc Mbam equatorial 

(Group) 

Western Grassfield Eastern Grassfield 

1 (sub-group) 

1 
Momo Menchum 

( language) 

Befang 
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1.4. Review of literature 
The only descriptive work we have found on Befang is Abre (2003). He however 

mentions some unpublished documents on the language written by some indigenes of the 

region. These include the following: lhims (1 994) Menchum vallev subdivision. an 

introduction, Fotoh (1999), Songs. dirges and female secret societies in the Beba- Befang clan 

Front 
(un rounded) 

Short long 
2 

high l i t  ii: 1 
Mid-high / e /  l e : J  

Low ‘, 
Mid-low / E /  

1.4.1. Sketch of phonology 
This phonological sketch is entirely based on Abre ( 2002) 

1.4.1.1. Phonemic account 

1.4.1.1.1. Vowel phonemes 
Fourteen phonological vowels are attestcd in the Befang language. Below is the 

Central Back 
(unrounded) (rounded) 

Short Short Long 
Long 

l u /  l u  :I -. ,, 1:: l o 1  l o :  i 
/ ‘ / a i  /a: j 1 3  I 

i o /  i a:Y 

representative table. 

1.4. I .  1.2. Consonnant phonemes 

The phonemic analysis of consonant sounds in Befang reveals that out of 45 phonemic 

consonants, 44 are phonemes and only two were renlised as varianbor allophones of the same 

phonemes. These 44 consonant phonemes include 13 modificd consonants, 4 affricates, 3 pre- 

nasals, and 24 simple consonants with a phonemic status. Tablc 2 below shows the consonant 

phonemes attested in Befang. 



i 
3 

I 
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1.4.2. Syllabication 
As it is well known, every language has restrictions on the patterns it makes use ofto 

organise segments into syllables. Five syllables types are attestad in Befang. They include : 

V-syllables, CV-syllables, C-syllables, N-syllables and CVC-syllables. Monosyllabic, 

disyllabic and trisiilabic structures are also attested in Befang. 

T- 

1.4.2.1. Monosyllabic structures 

There are many types of monosyllabic structure attested in Befang. These are CV, CV: 

and CYC 

a) The CV structure 

lwu I " person" 

126 I Itto listen 

it6 I "to caii" 

b) The CV: structure 

/mi: I ' I  to swell" 

/ 26: I "to split" 

c) The CVC structure + 

I t s ik  I " to laugh" 

I f& I "bush" 

If& I "red" 

1.4.2.2 Disyllabic structure 

/ d l  "to kill" 

/SA i 1' to slice" 

lbd I "dog" 

lkw& "to brcathe" 
/ 

/ko: / "to harvest" 

/n& / "to bite" 

/t;n I "strong" 

/f;f I "to blow" 

Disyllabic structures attested in Befang include ; 

a) The VCV structure 

/6ba I "bed" /As: / "mouths" 

/& 1 "ladder" /&tu' I "head" 
/;vi / "bed" /i,rJ& I ankle" 

b) The CVC. CV structure 

/ny&rnts; / 11 anus" 

c) The V. CVC structure 

/;I& / "bamboo" /aguq / I  I "seed" 



ihdm I ''egg" 

lagap i "hoe" 
I ,  

d) The C V.CV structure 

Ibdfe' I "to ask" 

ictArJ4 1 "to crossI1 

e) The C V.CVC structure 

/ki%rj / "mooil" 

I w d &  I "w~iite manit 

1.4.2.3. Trisyllabic structure 

a) Tlic CV.CV CV structure 

/k;jeb& I "wings" 

ifu'ts5m; 1 "pipe" 

b) The V.CV CV structure 

/dd(bi / "door" 

lirnbana/i "fence" - 
c )  The CV.CV.CVC structure 

lb;kil'&n I "branches" 

d) The V.CV.CVC structure 

/6k&rJu'm i "p~g"  

1.4.3. Tonrs 

1 1  

I ~ S S ~ J  I "rive" 

/;t&n 1 "heart" 

ldzuwa' I "snake" 

IZSfe' I "to yawn" 

lba/nd& i "horns" 

/bit51 i "lice" 

ik5kuk"e't i "toad" 

/a'kanyarn I "horse" 

Two sets of tones are identified in Befang. They are level toncs and contour tones. 

1.4.3.1. Level tones 

There arc two level tones in Bcfang :High and Low. 

a) The high tone ( H ) 

m a  "water" 

;rI& "bamboo" 

{-dz&no' "li0g" 

b) Thc low tone ( L )  

tan "strong" 
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n h n  "hot" 

fana "close" 

1.4.3.2. Contour tones 
There are two contour tones in Befang. The rising tone and the falling tone. 

a) The rising tone ( L M ) 
f; "to lend" 

bz "people" 

b) The falling tone ( H L ) 

dzii "climb" 

d6 "escape" 

Tone is contrastive in Befang, that is, there are tones capable ofchanging the meaning 

in words. This can be illustrated in the following examples. 

SilJ " pread" sa0 "select" 

K&n "tap" k a r n  "gong" 

N6md "quench" narna "put" - 
N u'rn "bite" nurn "hot" 

1.4.3.3. Combination of tones 

Two or more tone sequences are found in disyllabic or trisyllabic words in Befang we 

find. 

a) Low low combination. 

e.g n & n i  "pu" 

b) High high combination 

e.g 6l& "bamboo" 

c) Low high combination 

e.g mswh "palm tree" 

d) High low combination 

e.g &tan "fir" 

e) High low high combination 

e.g khan6 ""boundary" 



f )  High high high combination 

e.g ddnd "suffer" 

g) LOW low high combination 

e.g ud&$ "chief 

h) Low high-low combination 

e.g i w h  " fiiewood" 

i) Low high high combination 

e.g idz iwi  "sky" 

k) Low low low combination 

e.g igh5rna "crab" 

1) High low low combination 
I 

e.g akanyam "horse" 

1) low-high low combination 
v \  

e.g wufan "whiteman" 

1) high low-high high combination 
/ V I  

e.g aw3gal "path" 

I: 

1.5. Significance of the study 

Considering the state of studies (linguistic research) on Befang, this work is a 

contribution to the description of this language. Afler Abre's (2002) innovation with the 

phonology, some light is shed on the noun structure, on where the noun may occur in the 

nominal group and how it relates to the other constituents. However, more aspects still have 

to be studied before talkiig of a grammatical account of Befang. 

Besides the description of Befang as a sample, this work also contributes to the 

description of the nominal construction of Bantu languages, shedding more light on the 

agreement system of these languages. 

1.6. Methodology 

1.6. 1. Source of information 

The language related information used for this study was provided by the native 

speakers of Befmg some of which are listed below. 



LEVEL OF I -MMES I A G E  i STUDY 
PROFESSION 

ATANG, George 

Ketchem Rapheal 

MI Izakius 

1.6.2. Data collection and analytical procedure. 

40 A Level Befang Headmaster 

17 Form V Befang Student 

37 Class 5 Befang Driver 

We have used Greenberg’s, Tervuren’s and Welmer’s questionnaire, pubiished in the 

university of Dakar in 1968. Words are collected in isolation first; then associated as 

presented below. 

c3 Noun ( sing) 

e Noun @I) 
e 
e Infinitive verbs 

* Simple sentences 2 

. 

Noun + demonstrative, quantifier, adjective and so on 

Complex sentences 

Some combinations are in both singular and plural form. Data are transcribed directly 

MI John 53 Class 3 Befang 

or recorded to be transcribed later with the help of more experienced elders. 

Farmer 

1.7. Layout of chapters 
The frst chapter of this work is the general introduction that includes, nongst others, 

the objectives of the study, the location of the language, its linguistic classification and the 

review of literature. The second chapter is a study of noun morphoiogy. Starting with the 

noun class prefut, we continue with noun formation processes and end with the integration of 

loan words into the language. Chapter three delves into the structure of the nominal 

construction. I t  begins with the functions of the noun in Befang and later studies the various 

pronouns in the language. Modified nominal constructions are handled in the fourth chapter. 

An emphasis is laid here on adjectives and relatives clauses. The focus of the fifth chapter 

will be on general conclusion. s 
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CHAPTER 11 

NOUN MORPHOLOGY 

2.0. Introduction 

This chapter focusses on the morphology of the noun in Befang. The first section will 

examine the noun class system and the second will describe other nouil formation processes 

that may be used to derive nouns. 

2.1. The noun class system 

Nkwah Peter (1986) quoting Haig Der- houssikan (1974 ) defines the noun class as a 

term used to describe the Swahili (and Bantu) noun grouping on the basis of either similar 

prefixes or the identity of concordial prefixes they g o vem. Thc noun in Befang IS made up of 

a prefix plus a stem. The prefix bears either a low or a high lonc. In thc one hand, nouns 

sharing the same prefix are grouped together and referred to as a class a s  eLidenced by the 

figure below. 

(1) 

l 

- - 

On the other hand, a class may also be made up of nouns triggering the same agreement on 

the possessive determiner, irrespective of their prefixes. 

(2) 
a) C-nh umbd 

ants my 

b) b - k&Q Gmb6 11 my grasshoppers " 

'I  my ant " 
\ 

grasshoppers my 



c )  b i  - mb6k ljmb 

hawks my 

16 

" my hawks " 

Since Befang morphological classes do not necessarily correspond to semat ic  

grouping, we have not adopted the Bantu semantic criterion. We therefore consider 

agreement as the major criterion in the determination of classes. Ngangoum (2002), quoting 

Kadima( 1969) stipulates that two classes are distinct if 

a) 

b) 
common agreement reatures. 

- 
They exhibit a diKerence in agrcenicnt 

Both their nominal prefixes and pairing systems are differcnt in case they share 

Below is a presentation o r  the noun classes attested in Befang. 

2.1.1. Noun class 1 

The majority of nouns in this class refer to animals. Nouns of other semantic 

groupings are also found in this class. Class onc nouns divide into two subgroups depending 

on their prefixes. 

Group a 

The prefix ofthis group is a .  
i 

(3 1 
6 - kanysrn " horse " 

6 - n i  I' ant " 

&-tu' I' head " 

Group b 

This subgroup is made up of nouns with a zero prefix (e), but shares 

agreement pattern with other nouns of class 1. 

(4) 

0 - khy6 

0 - k t r k 6  " snaii" 

" pepper " 

common 

Though (a) and (b) do not share the same prefix. they belong to thc same class because 

of the agreement they trigger on the possessive determiner as illustrated below. 

(5) 

my ant " a) 6 - n 6  ik6 It  

ant my 
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6 -  t6 ik6 I' my head " 

head my 

b) 0 - khyd i k i  " my pepper " 

pepper my 

0 - k i k 6  ik6 

snail my 

' I  my snail 'I 

2.1.2. Noun class 2. 

This IS the corresponding plural class for class 1 and class 3(b) noms. I t  is subdivided 

into a). bj and c). 

Group a 

The prefix o f  this group is u 

( 6 )  

6 -w6 " hands " 
' ' I ,  U - n a  ants" 

Group b 

0 is the prefix for this subgroup. 

(7) 

0 -k& " grasshoppers " 

6 - by& 

Group c 

I 

" Comfufus " 

The pretix for this subgroup is b;. 

(8) 

ba - kata'sd 

ba - rnb6k 

" spoon ' I  

" hawks " 

Although the nouns in (a), (b) and (c) do not share the same prefix, they trigger the 

same agreement pattern on the possessive marker. 

(9)  
I I 

a) u - w o  Gmb6 " my hand " 

hands my 
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I I 

u - ne h b 6  'I my ants " 

ants 'nY 

b) d -ko'& h b 6  " my spoons " 
Graashoppers my 

I 

0 -by& urnb6 'I my cornfufus " 

Cornhhs  my 

C) b5 - kcitdsd umb6 ' I  my spoons I' 

my spoons 

ba - mb6k ijrnb6 " my hawks " 

hawks 

2.1.3. Noun class 3 

This class is subdivided into two subgroups the nouns of which designate some 

domestic animals. some elements of the environment and misceileanous objects. 

Group a - 7 

(10) 

0 - b( 

0 - cern 

0 - f& 

0 - nyc'rn 

This class has a zero prefix. 

" goat I' 

war I t  I 

" bush " 

" night 'I 

Although nouns in this subgroup share the same prefix with those ofclass l(b), they do 

not belong to the sanic class because they trigger a difkrcnt agrccment on the possessive 

marker. 

(1 1) 

Class 3(a) 

0-b: inz& my goat " 



0 - b ;  

dog 
Class I (b l  

0 - kkyo' 

hawk 

0 - k 6 k 6  
snail 

0 - kat&; 

iflZC5-J " my dog I' 

ik6 " my pepper " 

my 

ik6 

my 

my snail " 11 

ik6 " my spoon " 

spoon my 

Group b 

I is the prefix for this group. 

(12) 

f -  mb6k ' I  hawk " 

1 - ndaq 

i - ndoo 

I I 
'I chair " 

I' potato " 

Though (a) and (b> have different prefxes we place them ui the same class because, as 

illustrated in the following examples, they trigger the same agreement on the possessive 

deternimer. 

(13) 

a) 0 - b i  inzarJ my goat " . I  I, 

goat my 
my war " 0 - ce'm inz& (1 

war my 
I 

0 - dza inz& " my elephant " 

elephant my 

I 

b) f-rnbAk inzaq " my hawk " 

hawk n'Y 

chair my 

girl my 

i - ndag inza'rJ " my chair " 

I /  
1 - g m  inzdrJ " my girl " 
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2.1.4. Noun class 4 

This is the plural class for class 3(a) nouns whose prefix is i- 

(14) 
I - b t  - " goat " 

I' wars " 

/ I  

I /  
I --ern 
I /  _ _  
I - farj " bushes " i' 

I - nycrn I' nights 'I. , V..' 

,, ,\: . 
, .,, I; -. , %  ., 
\i ', 

, .  I 1 
, .  I 

'v"'~ - 
2.1.5. Noun class 5 

The nouns of this class designate some wild animals, fruits and miscelleanous objects. 

The prefuc of his class is fu- 

(15) 
/ I  fu - g a n  " star " . 

f d  - bds I' cat " \.,, " 

.*.-, , 
- 1  

~ 

/ fd  - nuq, " bird " 

fh-dzdrn iron I' f 

2.1.6. Noun class 6 

The prefix of this class is rn-, this is the corresponding plural for class 5 nouns. 

Contrary to what might be thought a1 first sight, this prefix is not a hoinorgmic nasai. 

(16) 

rn - gan " stars " 

" cats " 

I' birds '' 
'' . uons " 

rn - bds 

rn - nirJ6 
rn - dzu'rn 

2.1.7. Noun class 7 

This class is subdividcd into two subgroups a id  dcsignnles parts of the body, some 

plants and animals. 

Group a 

i- is the prefix ofthis subgroup. 



(17) 
I-t$J " navel " 

termite " i- ghd I, 

I " grass " 
I i - gag 
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I /- gdma' " plantain I' 

~ 

Though this subclass shares a common prefix with class 3 nouns, they do not belong to 

the same class because of the agreement they trigger on the possessive determiner. Let US 

consider the following exemples: 

(18) 
Class 7a 

(a) i-t6g nz6 " my navel " 

navel my 

i -ghd nz6 " my termite 'I  

termite my 

Class 3(b) 

(b) i-rnbbk inzig " my baa' 
hawk my - 

i- nd6g inz6rj " my chair " 

chair my 
Group b 

This clas has a zero prefix (la) and is made up o f a  single noun. 

0 - dzirj; "joint " 

Although (a) and (b) do not have the same prefix. they belong to the same class 

because they trigger the same agreement marker on the possessive. Let us consider the 

following examples. 

(a) I-tjrj nz6 " my navel " 

navel my 

(b) dzirj; nz6 'I my joint " 

Joint my 
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2.1.8. Noun Class 8 
I t  is the corresponding plural class of Some nouns in class 7 and 13. This class is 

subdivided into three sudgroups (a), (b) and (e). 

Group a 

Words in ths subgroup arc prefixed by ki- 

(19) 
k i  - kdm " IlaIllcs ' I  

k;- l y i  ' I  bridges I' 

k;- y&bd " wings " 

Group b 
~ 

a- is the prefix of this subgroup. 

(20) 

6 - kam I' drums" 

a - g6ma' plantains 

Group c 

/ 

I 

The prefix of this subgroup which contains a single noun is I -  

(- dzirji " joints " 9 

Despite the fact that the noum of this subgroup share the prcfix i- wlth those of class 

4, we do not place them in the same class bccausc thcir agreement on the possessive is 

different as illustrated below. 

(21) 
Class8(c) 

I -dzk$ ik6 I ,  my joints " 
joints 

m 
;- b; nz6  I ,  my goats " 

goats my 

i -cem nz6 

wars 'nY 

I 

" my war " 
I 1  

The nouns in class S(a), (b) and (c) though not sharing thc same prefix, trigger the m e  

agreement pattern on the possessive niarkcr as illustrated below: 
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(22) 
I ,  a)- k;- kdrn ik6 my names" 

names my 

-k; - ly6 ik6 " my bridges " 

bridges my 

drums 'TlY 

plantains my 

b)- 6 - k& ik6 '' my dnt in~"  

" my plantains" 
I ,  

-a - gama ik6 

c )  :-- dzirjf ik6 " my joints I '  

. joints my 

2.1.9. Noun class 9 

This class has a zero prefix (0) and designates nouns referring to food, drinks and 

animals. 

(23) 

0 - rnawh " oil " f 

0 - miy; " salt " 

0 - rn67 'I water " 

0- nydm " animal ' I  

0 - rn6ky6 " cornbeer I' 

Though sharing the same prefix with those of class 3(a), the nouns of this class belollg 

to a specific class because of the agreement they trigger on the possessive. 

(24) 

0 - rniwGI m6 I' my oil " 

oil my 

salt my 

0- rndy;  rnd " my salt " 

Class 3(a) 

0 -  b; inz& " my goat " 

goat my 
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2.1.10. Noun class 11 
This class is subdivided into two subgroups and designates human beings, body parts 

and miscelleanous objects. 

Group a 

This subgroup has a zero prefuc. 

(25) 

0 - y m  'I baby " 
0 - k t k ;  "jigger " 

Group b 

, 

The prefix of this subgroup, which has a single noun, is u-. 

(26) 
r 
u - lana " boundary I' 

Although (a) and (b) do not have the Same prefuc they belong to the same class because 

they trigger the same agreement on the possessive. 

(27) 

(a)#-yan rnb& "my baby" 

(b) d - Ian5 mb& " my boundary " 

I 

baby my 

boundary my 

. 

2.1.11. Noun class 13 

u- is the prefix of this class the nouns of which designate parts of the body and 
n 

miscelleanous objects. 

(28) 

u - gus 

u - tya 

lj - tsu 

d 

I I 
I' tire " 

" toilet " 

" mouth " 

mortar " 

I 

I 

6 -  kdk 11 

Though this class shares the same prefix with nouns in class1 1 (b), they are not part of 
the &e class because of the agreement they trigger on the possessive marker. - 
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(29) 

&I.? 
Class 13 

6 - kdk h b 6  " my mortar " 

mortar my 

Class I 1  b 

u-iana rnb& " my boundary " 

boundary my 

I 

Table IV: Noun classes and their concordial affixes. \Jv\il@ 
POSS I 

PREF 1 POSS 1 CLASS 1 PREF 1 1 

6 m rn6 I I I 

2.1.12. Noun classes and gender. 

Contrary to indo-european languages where gender refers to a sex distinction such as 

male and female. gender in Af?ican languages mcans the singular and the plural forms of a 

noun or of nouns grouped together. Two systems of gender are attested in Befang: single class 

gender system and double class gender system. 

- >  

2.1.12.1. Double class gender system 

This system normally has a singular class and a corresponding plural class. Seven 

double class genders are found in Bifag: 1/2, 3/2, 3 4  5/6, 718, 13/8 and 11/8. Each gender is 

illustrated below. 

Gender 1/2 

T. 

- 

(30) 

6 - kanysm " horse " 6 - kanyam 'I horses " 
a -na  
, , 

" ants I' " ant " u - na 
I 
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snails I' 
k6kd I' snail " ba - k6k6 I ,  

" spoon " ba - kat&; " spoons " kata'si 

6 - kd& " grassiiopper " 0 - kooe Grasshoppers I t  

a' - by& 'I c o r n h h  " o - byan " corhfus I' 

Gender 312 
(31) :- rnb6k 

I - nd6o 

I - nddp 

:- ndsg 

Gender 3/4 

(32) 

0-b ;  I' goat I' I - bi 

/ il I 

I I 

I' hawk " ba - mbdk hawks " 

" chair ' I  ba - nddg " chairs 
I 

I 

'I house " ba - ndsp " houses " 

I' potato 'I ba - nd$ " potatocs " 

I' goats " 

I t  wars " 0 - C& war ' 1  i - cem 

0 - f& I' bush 'I I - faq " bushes I' 

0 - nydm ' 1  night 11 

Gender 514 

(33) 

fd - ga'n " star " m - g in  stars 11 

fu' - nu'gj " bird " 

fd  - dzdm " iron " 

Gendcr 718 

I C  

/ I  

I ,  

/ 

I - nydm '' nigiits 

- 

m - bds 'I  cats I' 

m - ndgi  " birds 'I  

m - dzdm ' I  uons " 

f6  - bds " cat I' 

(34) 

" navel " 

termite " 

I 1  
I - t3g 

;- gha I I, 

/ 

I - gdq " grass " 

0 - dzi$ "joint " 

Gendcr 1143 

(35) 
0 - kLkG "jigger " 

0 - kitak " branch " 
b5 - k6k "jiggers " 

ba - kkak " branches " 
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6 - Ian5 " boundary " 

Gender 1318 

ba - Ian5 " boundaries " 

(36)  
d - kdk 'I mortar " k;- kdk 'I  mortars " 

6 - k6h; " arrow " k;- kohl arrows " ' ' 11 

ii - kw5n "taii" k;- kw5n 'I  tails I' 

k; - kwini I' hills " h -kwint ' "hill" 

2.1.12.2. Single class gender system 

Some classes do not have plural and othe do not have si liar. Tl- ' C  nstiti what 

is referred to as single class nouns. However, Befang has only singular class genders. Single 

classs nouns are ofien found in classes 1 ,  3 ,  7 and I 3  as illustrated below. 

Gender 1 

(37) 

a' - f6f 
0 - khyh pepper I '  

Gender 3 

" witchcraft " 
11 

(38) 

i - ndzitm wind " 

Gender 7 

(39)  

i - wrjm 

i - z u  

Gender 9 

I ,  

firewood ' I  

honey " 

I1 

I 1  

(40) 

0 - mc3 

0 - mawd oil I' 

Gender 13 

water I '  
I 1  

(41) 

ii - glh "skin" 

u-kd ladder" 
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2.2. Noun formation processes in Uefang 

ID the face of a new culture and new knowledge, languages resort to morphological 

and syntactic processes to express new ideas and new concepts. In Befang nouns are formed 

thou& three processes: Derivation, Compounding and Borrowing which are respectively 

eminedin2.2.1,2.2.2,and2.2.3. 

2.2.1. Derivation 

Derivation is a process whereby a prefix, an infix or a sufix is assigned to a stem to form 

a new word. In Befang, the derivation of some nouns is achieved through the processes o f  

prefixation and suffixation. The morpheme I both functions as the prcfix and the suffix 

and is assigned to the i n f ~ t i v e  form of the verb to form a noun as evidenced below. 

(42) 

1) a) b6 t6f y i n  I' They hurt the baby " 

11 . II l 

they hurt baby 

b);tafi ya'n " The hurting of the baby 

hurting baby 

2) a )  Atang I&j f;nu& I' Atang looks at the bird " 

Atang look bird 
I /  t 

b) ilary f;nlioj " The l o o h g  of the bird " 

looking bird 

When the suffix 'I i 'I is attached to a vowel final root, the tautosyllabic vowel 

sequence which results produces the formation of a nasal I' Q 'I which is inserted to break the 

vowel cluster as exemplified below. 

(43) 

3)a )ba  fi: fdmb6oe " They grow apple ". 
they grow apple 

b) furnb6oe " The growing of apple ". L 

growing apple 

4)a)Mary y6 bdk kat&; " Mary broke the spoon ". 
Mary ASP break Spoon 

b) ;6;k; kat&& " The breaking of the spoon 'I. 
breaking spoon 



deletes. 

5) a) 6 fjss igjn ” he helps the girl ‘I. 

He help girl 

b) [fjas- ig jn  ” The helping of the girl ‘ I .  

helping girl 

6 )  a) Mary yd bdk o‘tsa ” Mary broke the stick ” 

Mary ASP break stick 

b) b d k -  &sa ” The breaking of the stick ”. 
breaking stick 

2.2.2. Compound ing  

Compounding is a process whereby two or more words are combined to form a new 

word. According to Tamanjf(l99 it “involves bringing fogether lexical items that exist 

independenfly in the lexicon”. In Befang, compound words mostly have the structure Noun 

+Noun, though some Verb +Now and Adverbs + Noun compounds may also be found. 

3- 

2.2.2.1. Noun+Noun compounds  

Noun+Noun compounds in Befang are divided into attributive nouIls and qualificative . 

nouns. 

2.2.2.1.1. Attributive Nouns 

Wc have termed this category of compounds attributive compounds becausc they 

somehow express the belonging of one thing to the other. Most of Befang attributive nouns 

literally mean “ the husband of ....” Or ‘& the wife of....”. They are exclusively found in nouns 

referring to animals. Unu’rn “the husband of ....” 

“ the wife of. ...” 

I 

dyl 
(45) 

1) b; a) dndm - bl ” hc-goat ” 
husband goat 
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she-goat" 11 b) 6y; - bi 

wife goat 

2) bd a) dnu'm - bu' '* he-dog 

husband dog 

b) 6yi - bd I '  she-dog " 

wlle dog 
f / I  

3 )  okaqum a) dnhm - 6k6Qdrn " he-pig I' 

husband pig 

b) 6y; - dika'ou'm I' she-plg " 

wife pig 

4) uguwa a) G d m  - uguwa " lion" / 6 

husband lion 

b) dy(- uguw6 

w i k  lion 

" lioness " 

5) f6bus a) Gn&n - f;b& I '  cat 

husband cat 

she - cat '' b) iy(- f6b& 4 $ 4  

wife cat 

2.2.2.1.2. Qualificative Nouns 

Parts ofthc body constitute the majority of qualificativc nouns in Befang. in this case 

the second noun is that which gives a particular quality to the first noun. This process yields 

what is refcned to in the literature as associative construction. The following phrases illustrate 

these respectively. 

(46) 

i *U~L,- L L 

,$A f ,> 
'? 

_ I  

.(a,*. 5 '. d c  :-"' 

/ 
1) yan - 6wo' 

child hand 

2) ;g;y;p - ut& 

I' finger 

" lip I' 

mcat mouth 

3) b jm - dt6 " skull I' 

calabash head 



5) k i f h  - o'td brain 'I 

marrow hcad 

6 )  dgh6 - fkw; 

hole buttock 

" anus " 

It is worth mentioning here that. in Berang, it  is the first lloun that triggers the 

agreement with the possessive as illustrated in the Pollowing examplcs 

I )  a- :g;y$p inz& " my nicat " 

meat my 

buts; urnb6 " my moulh " 

mouth my 
.' I I I 

c- igiyapirts; inzag my lip" 

lip my 

2) a- dny6 h b 6  my stomach " 

stomach my 

b-&d ik6 " y y  leg " 

1% my 

c- dny6dwd irrn b6 " my sole " 

sole my 

2.2.2.2. Verb+Noun compounds 

Only one Verb+Noun compound is attested in Befang. The verb precedes and 

modifies the noun. 

(47) 

ilsp - o'ykh 

to shake eyes 

'' eyebrow " 

2.2.2.3. Adverb+Noun compounds 
Advcrb+Noun compounds are very rare in Bcfang. As the majority of compounds 

they refer to parts of thc body. The adverb always prccedcs the hcad noun as illustrated 

below. 



2) ;tsa'n - a'wG 

behind leg 

GLOSS 

Ananas 

bon 

" Sole I' 

FRENCH Befang 

Singular Plural 

a n a n a s  dn0nds t i n i n a s  

b 5  m b h  
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In some cases -.: noun is separateL &om the advei- -J an assoc.-tive marker as 

iilustrated in the following example. 

(48) 

1) ikwi - kd - o'td '' Nape 'I 

behind A.M head 

2.2.3. Borrowing 

In order to expand the vocabulary of Befang, the native speaker adopts foreign 

lexical items &om other languages in a process known as borrowing. Mutaka and Tamanji 

(1995) defme borrowing as ' I  an ouirighl udoption of forezgn lexical iients from other 

languages the fargef language is in contact wrth". LMany of these words are mtegrated into 

gender 31'2 of Befang. Below are some examples of loan words from French and English in 

Be fang. 

2.2.3.2.Borrowing from English. 
BorrowingSfrorn English are more common in Befang since English is the second - 

language of the native speaker. 
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r 
GLOSS ENGLISIf 

Trousers trauzaz 
Bottle b3tl 

Zinc I ZlrJk  
Mango mango 

Befang 

Singular Plural 

tr5s6 
b$t% b$b?dl6 

b h t r8s 6 

dzdq O Z 6 Q  - 
mdngbI6 b3m6ngbld 

Blade 

Table 
Coat 
Towei 

Cassava 

I 

bleid fabd mblk 

terbl t b  bit( bat6 bdlf 
kaut k6t bakdt 

taual t6WUl5 B'at&wulj 

kasava ga's6l6 bag6sbla' 

Before being incorporated in the language. loan words should match the structure of 

the target language. This is achieved through a process known as loan adaptation. 

Paw - paw 1 p3: p3: p67p67 

2.2.3.3. Loan adaptation 

In order to conform to the phonetic and syllable structure of thc receiving languagc, 

loan words are generally adapted, that IS subjected to phonological and morphological 

restructuring. In Befang this is achieved through three processes, namely Epenthesis, 

Prothesis, and reinterpretation of strange segments. These processes are examined below. 

2.2.3.3.1. Epenthesis 

Epcnthesis or cluster simplification is a process of inserting vowels to break abnormal 

conxmant cluster coming from the donor language. This process is attested in Befang in 

certain loan words from English. 

ba ~ 6 3 ~ 6 3  

I I 
S lippcr slipa i s16pa' 
Sweater sw&ta swe't6 

Motor ( car) mauta  rnhi 

Pear pia 3 PfY6 
Lime I Iaim lldmch; 

Plate 1 pleit pl& 
I 

b5sldpa 
basw6t6 

bamhtu' 

bapCy6 
b5ldrnchf 

bgple't 
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pia 

pleit 

1 ENGLISH 1 BEFANG 1 GLOSS 

P(Y0' bap;yo' Pear 

pldt baple't plate 

I I 
teibl 1 ta'b$lf I Table 

In the above words, " a " in inserted in between the consonant cluster tl and in 
i 

between bl ofthe english words to produce the Befang ones. 
c 

2.2.3.3.2. Prothesis 

Prothesis is one of the restructuring processes undergone by loan words in Befang. It 

can be defined as the introduction of a new sound, a prcfix or a vowel, at word-initial 

position. This prefixation process is closely related to the class the loan word belongs to. In 

Befang, it  is mostly observed in plural forms as evidenced below. 

(50) 
! 1 ENGLISH 1 UEFANG 1 PLURAL 1 GLOSS 

I I I 1 kasava I a6sda' 1 b5ads6la' I Cassava 
kaut /kdt I bak6t 1 Coat 
taual 1 Towel 

Here bP as the plural prefix of some class 2 nouns is the result of prothcsis 

2.2.3.3.3. Re-interpretation of strange segments 

According Lo Mutaka and Tamanji (1995). this process is said to take place when 

some sounds attested in the donor language are absent in the receptor language. These strange 

sounds will be approximated to the indigeneous sound segmcnts with which they have the 

highest degree of phonetic similarity. Befang, through phonetic approximation, adopts sounds 

that are closcst to its phonetic system. Let us consider the following words. 
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I ENGLISH 1 BEFANG GLOSS 

trauzaz 
kaut 

pleit 

kasava 

In the above words, “au” bccomes “o”, “au” becomes “a’., “el” becomcs “e” and ‘‘e” 
becon1es “g”. 

tr5sa trousers 
k6t coat 
plkt Plate 

g6s6la‘ cassava 

2.3. Conclusion 
The nouns in Befang are classified according to either their prclix or on the agreement 

on the possessive determincr. Eleven noun classes are attested in the language. Their 

combination gives rise to twelve genders among which are seven double class genders and 

five single class genders that are singular. Noun formation in Befang is achieved through 

assigning “ i ” as both prefix and suffix to the infinitive form of the verb. In order to expand 

the vocabulary, three processes q e  implemented: Derivation. Compounding and Borrowing. 

The newly obtained words are integrated in the class system the role of which is capitaiii til,” 

in the following chapter where the simple nominal construction is studied. 
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CHAPTER I11 

THE SIMPLE NOMINAL CONSTRUCTION 
3.0. Introduction 

This chapter focusses on the structure of the simple nominal construction that is made 

up of a noun only, a pronominal element only, or a noun associated to a determiner. 

3.1. The noun 

The nominal group can be made up ofa  noun only. Thcsc nouns can function as 

subjects or objects ofverbs, as well as objects of prepositions. 

3.1.1. Single nouns functioning as subject 

In the following sentences bsg& (girls) and ;bu' (dogs) function as Subjects of vcrbs. 

(1) 

a) b 5 g h  nyirn; b5ndji-j " The girls cook potatoes " 

girls cook potatoes 3 

b) ;bd rnd ndrns rnbds 

dogs ASP bite cats 

" Dogs have bittcn cats I' 

3.1.2. Single nouns functioning as objects of verb 
41 . k ( g o a t s )  and rnd'(water) fuction respectively as objects ofthe verbs d r n  and n;ws 

in the following sentences. 

(2) 

a) Jane rn6 ta'rn ;b; "Jane has killed the goats " 

Jane ASP kill goats 

b) b&g;ysp ndw5 md7 " Antelopes drink water " 

antelopes drink water 

3.1.3. Single nouns functioning as objects of prepositions 
bsgh (girls) nnd dsdm (fxm) function rcspectively as objects of thc prepositions 

nd and kd. 
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SINGULAR 
i 

a) [dzuwd sab6 nd bagin 

snakes play with girls 

b) &I fs ku' ;s&n 

I go to farm 

PLURAL 

3.2. Pronouns 

Subject 
Verb 

'I The snakes play with girls I' 

/ m3n6 b6 
m !a' Id ba  
m i  1 O'WO 1 ma dmbkh ama'n bum2 

" I go to the fain " 

n 

object 

Preposition 

Object 

Focus 

pronoun 

Reflexive 
form 

< The pronoun is a word used in place o l  a noun expression. Unlike nouns, pronouns 

have no intrinsic descriptive content and are referred to as hnctors. Pcrsonal pronouns, - possessive pronouns and interrogative pronouns arc rcspcctively examined in 3 2.1, 3.2.2 and 

3.2.3, while section 3.2.4 e x m n e s  the demonstlative pronouns. 

me O'WO ma cfmbish aman bama' 

mk dwd ma dmbkh am& barn6 

hgdumb6 dgdlurnby6 hghlumd dgdldkishi dgljltkand dgddbami 

3.2.1. Personal pronouns 

In Befang thcre is a distinction aniongst subject personal pronouns, focus personal 

pronouns and reflexive personal pronouns. Below is a representative table. 

TableVI1: Personal pronouns 

3.2.1.1. Subject personal pronouns 
There are six forms corresponding to thc time singular persons and the three plural 

persons. 
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3.2.1.1.1. First person singular 
The first pcrson singular is m. 

# 

I 
I 
I 

(4) 
l a) m "6: 6be " I take the knife " 

b) 6 e' bw3na fy6 " I will sleep there " 
I take knife 

I ASP sleep there 

3.2.1.1.2. Second person singular 
, 

The second person singular 1s U. 

, >J 
, u, i.* c>. - 

'3 c ,L - '4 \ ,  / . I  (5) 
a) a' kib; db6 " you have a bed I' 

c-c; 
you have bed 

b) 6 n6 : kata'sd " YOU Lake a spoon" 
you take spoon 

3.2.1.1.3. Third person singular 

( 6 )  
a) 6 rn6 n6z; rnb& " she is my niother " 

The thud person singular is d 

- 2  ,- 
- I  she be mother my I (.* 

-, V'. A 1 b ) d  by6 ind6p 'I hc builds a housc I' 3 I - <  

" 1 ,I 
lie build house 

- 

3.2.1.1.4. First person plural 

bu is the frst person plural. 
r 1 %&* - 

3 ,  7, ,\{&JA" 'Is 
-> I 

(7) 
a) ba f f :  &;fa' " we grow maize " 

we grow maize 

b) b6 k;b; bd " we havc a dog " 

we have dog 



3.2.1.1.5. Second person plural 

min6 is the second person plural. 

Penon 

1 

2 

3 

you have taken the hoe I 

( 8 )  
*a)  rn6n6 rn6 n u :  dgdp 

you ASP take hoe 

b) rn3n6 rn6 f3 kd Ba'fa'ng " you will go to Befang" 

YOU ASP go to Befang 

Singular plural 

rn ba 

a rnand 

d b6 

I 

3.2.1.2. Object of verb personal pronouns 

3.2.1.2.1. First person singular 

me' is the first person singular object of verb personal pronouns. 

(10) 

a) d gh6: me' rnd " he gives me water " 

he give me water 

b) Atang I &  me' 

Atang see me 

It Atang sees me " 
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3.2.1.2.2. Second person singular 
The second person singular object of verb personal pronouns is c;wo'. 

(1 1) 
a) 6 tkhd dw6 k6t6sd " he shows you the spoon " 

he show you spoon 

b) b6 gh6: dwd 6fy6 

we give you yams 

" we give you yams 'I I 

3.2.1.2.3. Third person singular 
m i  IS the third person singular object of verb personal pronouns. 

(12) 

a)  r;l t& ma' " I hurt him I' 

b) m a n a  fyasd ma' 'I you help her " 
I hurt him 

you help her 

3.2.1.2.4. First person plural 
2 

The first pcrson plural objcct of vcrb pcrsonal pronouns is bmbhh. 

(13) 

a)  6 fy6s6 dmbkh 

lie help us 

" he helps us " 

b)  b6 gh6: dmbkh dby6n " they give us comfufu " 

they give us comhfu 

3.2.1.2.5. Second person plural 

Thc second person plural objcct of verb personal pronouns is Urn&. 

(14) 
a) A t6 drn& " ~ c a ~ y o u ~ +  

I call you 

b) Atang fy5sa' n&gh; mbdg '+ Atang helps my mother '' 
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Person Singular 

1 m6 

2 6 W 6  
3 ma 

, 

3.2.1.2.6. Third person plural 

bum$ is the the third person plural object of verb personal pronouns. 

plUrd1 

drnbkh 

6rn& 

b6ms 

(75) 
a) 6 ghd bam6 irk6 " you give them money " 

you give them money 
I, b) b6 nyai bama' " we see them " 

hey see them 
-L 

The followmg table gives kummar bject ofverbs personal pronouns in Befang. 

TableIX : Object of verb personal pronoun 

3.2.1.3. Object of Preposition personal pronouns. 
The personal pronoun Fqnctioning as complement of a proposition is different from 

that ofobject or subject of verb in that it is separatcd from the verb by a prcposition. The only 

difference between object of verb pcrsonal pronouns and object of preposition personal 

pronouns is that a low tone replaces a high tonc in the latter except for the third person plural. 

Let us consider the rollowing sentences. 

. 

( 16)) 

a) 6 gh6 me' mo' 'I he gives me water " --+ object ofverb personal pronoun 

he give me water 

b) 6 sGb6 nd me " he plays with me I' --c object of preposition personal pronoun. 

he play with me 
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3.2.1.3.1. First person singular 

urn6 is thc first pcrson singular of object of preposition pcrsonal pronouns. 

1 

&P ,Xb-.t 
/ 

(17) 
a) 6 s5ba nu' m e  " heplays with me" >('&. 

/ 

he play with me 
I 

b) b6 gh; nu me " they come with me " 

thcy come with me 

3.2.1.3.2. Second person singular 
I 
ow6 is the second person singular of ubjcct of preposition personal pronouns. The 

initial vowel dcletes when preceded by a vowel-fmal preposition as illustrated below. 

(18) 

a) lapi kd wo " 1 talk to you" 
, - I talk to you 

b ) d  f d  nd wo " you go with you 'I 

you go with you 
: 

3.2.1.3.3. Third person singular 

The third person singular of this category of pcrsonal pronouns is urns. This personal 

pronoun stands for both feminine and masculine gender as evidcnccd 111 the following 
I 

examples. 

(19) 
a) b6 sab6 nh rn6 " they play with him " 

they play with him 

b) ba f$  nd rn5 I' we go with him " 

we go with her 

3.2.1.3.4. First person plural 

The first person plural of  objcct of prcposition pcrsonal pronouns is h?b;sh. The first 

vowel of the personal pronoun deletes because the prcposition ends with a vowel. 
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(20) 
a) Matt ghyd nu' rnbish I' Matt comes with us " 

Person 

1 

2 

Matt come with us 

C) 0' lip; nd mbish " you play with us " 

you play with us 

I 
I 

Singular Plural 

arne drnbish 

dwd arnan 

3.2.1.3.5. Second person plural 

The second person plurai object of preposition personal pronouns is urnah The initial I 
I vowel of the pronoun deletes because of the vowel-final preposition. 

(21) 

a) u' ISp6 ku' man 'I she talks to you " 

she talk to you 

b) ba saba nd man " we play with you " 

we play with you 

3.2.1.3.6. Third person plural 
; 

burn; is the third p s o n  plural object of prcposition personal pronouns. 

(22) 

a) r6 l5p6 n6 b a d  " I speak with them " 

b) h ny; nI; barn6 " you cat with thcm ". 
1 speak with them 

You eat with them 

The following table is a sumnary ol'objects of preposition personal pronouns. 

TableX: object of Preposition personal pronoun 

The initial vowel of object of preposition personal pronouns deletes because of vowel- 

fmal prepositions. 
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3.2.1.4. Focus pronouns 
Personal pronouns as well as noun expressions can bc made emphatic by placing them 

at p h s e  or sentence initial position. In this position, the noun expression keeps its form 

while the pronoun may have its form changed. The same way as other personal pronouns, the 

focus pronoun has one form corresponding to each person. 

3.2.1.4.1. First person singular 

This fvst person singular of focus pronouns is me'. 

# 

(23) 
a)o' ma me' bd Id& "I t ' smetheysee" 

it be me they see 

b) a' rnh kd me' u' l5p6 " It's to me she speaks " 

it be to me she speak 

3.2.1.4.2. Second person singuiar 

wo' is the second person singular of focus pronouns 

a) m d  n d  w6 16 s5bd 
it be with you I play 

" it is with you I play " 

b); ma' w6 bd te' " it is you they call " 

it be you they call 

3.2.1.4.3. Third person singular 

The third person singular of focus pronouils is ma' 

(25) 
a);  ma' rn; b d  t6 I' It is him we call " 

it be him we call 

b)o' ma' kG m$ b6 I5p6 " I t  is to her they speak " 

it be to her they speak 
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3.2.1.4.4. First person plural 

The fist person plural of focus pronouns is &nbhh. When the preceding word ends 

with a vowel the fist  vowel deletes. 

(26) 
a) a' rnd n; drnbkh Atang l3p; " I t  is to us atang speak " Lh - -- 

it be to us Atang speak 

b) d rnd drnbkh d " It is us you help " 

it be us you help 

SINGULAR 
PERSON 

1 m& 

2 awo 

3 dmB 

, ,  

3.2.1.4.5. Second person plural 

&m$n is the second person plural o f  focus pronouns. The first vowel deletes in the 

examples below because it is preckded by a preposition that ends wlth a vowel. 

PLURAL 

dmbi'sh 

dman 

bama' 

(27) 
a )  a' ma' ma'n h nyG " It IS you I see " 

it be you I see 

b) d rnd nd ma'n ba sSb6 " It is with you we play " 

it be with you we pla; 

3.2.1.4.6. Third person plural 

The third person plural of personal pronouns is burn5 

(28)  
a) rn6 barn; fyasa " It is them I help " / 

it be them I help 

b)  d rnd n6 barn; d I5p; I' It is with thcm she speaks" 

it be with them she speaks 

The following table gives a summary of rocus pronouns in Befhg. 
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The fact that focus pronouns are almost identical lo object of verb personal pronouns 

may be due to the fact that in focus constructions, the perso@l pronoun ki actually object of 

the verb " ma' " ( to be). 

3.2.1.5. Reflexive pronouns 

A reflexive pronoun is a pronoun used as the object of a verb when the person 

affected by an action is the same as the person doing it. The reflexive pronoun in Befang is a 

compound word made up of a noun and a posscssive determiner. The noun, which means 

"person" or "body" is hgdh for the first three singilar pronouns and ugulu for the plural 

ones. The possessive determiners come from class 13 for the singular and class 8 for the 

plural. Since the possessive determiner begins with u, thc final vowel of the noun referring to 

I # I  

the body dclctes as illustrated in the following examples. 

1 1 1  
agulu + ikkhd ---+ agdikish6 " ourselves " 

persons our 

3.2.1.5.1. First person singular 

The fmt person singular of rcflcxivc pronouns is d&/ Limb6 

, ,  
(29) 
a ) m  suw3 "I bathe" 

I 

I bathe 

b) & sdwj ;gd GmbG "I bathe niyselP' 

I bathe person my 

3.2.1.5.2. Second person singular 

ugd urnby6 is the second person singular of reflexive pronouns. 

(30) 
r .. I 

you bathe 

a) a suw3 '* you bathe " 

I ,  
a) 0' suw3 dgd limby6 " you bathe yourself" 

you bathe person your 
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3.2.1.5.3. Third person singular 

The third person plural of reflexive pronouns is &gh i rn ;  !! 
J (31) 

a) u' fybs6 
he help 

' he helps I' 

I 

I 
b) u fydsa' dgdl h a '  " he helps himself" 

he help person his 

3.2.1.5.4. First person plural 
I ,  

agul ikish.6 is the first pcrson plural ofreflexive pronouns. 

(32) 

a) ba ta'f " we hurt " 

we hurt 

b) ba t i f  a' dgg61 (kish; "we are hurting ourscIvcs'~ 

we hurt ASPpersonsour 

2 

3.2.1.5.5. Second person plural 
I 

The second pcrson plural of reflexivc pronoun is &gd kina. 

(33) 

a) m5n6 fd  fy& " you arc hclpiny *' 

you ASP help 

b) m5nd fa' fy5s; 6gdi (kind. " You are helping yoursclves " 

you ASP help persons your 

3.2.1.5.6. Third person plural 
,, Oguh bard is the third person plural of reflexive pronouns. 

(34) 
a) b; t6f "they hurt" 

they hurt 

b) bo' t& a' &dlU b a d  " they are hurting themselves " 
they hurt ASP persons their 
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SINGULAR 
PERSON 

1 d g d  urnbi 

2 dgd umbya' 

3 ugd tjm5 

PLURAL 

dgd 1kis.h; 

dgdl ;kin& 

dgd6 barns 

(35)  
1)a- y? drn5 indang inz6rl 

This be chair my 2 

b -  y? drni yinz&g 

this be mine 

2) a- yi a' rn5 indang ind3la 

Iiis be chair your 

b - y i  drni yindjta 

this be yours 

3) a-bG &nib5nda/p umb6 

those be houses my 

b- brj 6rna burnbb 

those bc mine 

4) a- brj 6rn5 b5ndSp irn5 

those be houses her 

b- b$ a'm5 bim6 

those be hers 

" This is my chair " 

" This is mine ' I  

" This is your chair " 

" This is yours " 

" Thosc are my houses " 

" Those are mine" 

" Those are her houses " 

" Thosc are hers " 
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Table M I :  Possessive pronouns 

I CLASS 1 PREFIX 1 SINGULAR 

0- 
c--- 

I I- 

HisIHer 'T 
bumb6 

I 

bubya 

I 

yinza'g i yind3ya 

fUf6 fUfy6 
mum6 mumy6 

1 yindSyh 

1 
yinz6 

+? 

I 

kik6 kikyd 

1 
rnurna i rnurny6 

PLURAL 

ours Yours Theirs 

kikkh6 ika'ns kfbdrn8 

I I I I 

Fufk hd 
mu rnk h E rnu'bdrn6 

rnurnSn5 

rn urn is h E' rndb6rna' 

wurnbkh wurn&< w6b6rns 

rnurna'na' 

I I 

From the above table we noticc that the possesive pronoun varies not only in person 

but also in class. The class variation of possesive pronouns is hilighted by the Fact that all the 

pronouns of a class have the same initial consonant that we refer to as the class morpheme. 

\ 1 '  Lb. v\h k\,, 1 5 %  

1 \ - 
The latter varies from one class to another. For instance, the initial consonant of class 

possessive pronouns is K, that of class 5 is F and that of class 13 is w. 
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3.2.3. Interrogative pronouns 

Interrogative words are used in construction or phrases to ask information about the 

identity, quality or quantity of an element. However, they can also be used in a pronominal 

m y  either standing alone or functioning as a noun phrase. Below are some examples. 

(36) 
1) a- nlidze fdb& " Bring the cat " 

bring cl5cat 

b- f6bus fan; I' Which cat? I' 

cl5cat uhich 

c- f d n i  
which 

2) a- nudze mb6s 

" Which one? I' 

'' Bring the cats " 

bring ci6cats 

b- rnbds rn&; 

cl6cats which 

" Which cats? " 

'I Which ones? " t '  c-man 8 

which 4 

Interrogative pronouns are made up of two morphemes. The interrogative particle 

which is the stem morpheme 1s preceded by the class/numbcr morphcine. The latter agrccs in 

class and number with the head noun the interrogative pronoun refers to. From the exampies 

below, we notice that the interrogative particle I' I' remains constant while the agreement 

morpheme varics according to the class and number of the modified noun. 

(36) 
1) a-dbw6 k i n a  " Which fish? " 

cll fish which 

b- kdn6 " Which one? " 
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'I Which goat? " 

8) s-k;kdm k&a' 'I Which names? " 

cl8narnes which 

b- kdn; 

Which 

" Which ones? " 

9) a-m6wd rn6na' " Which oil? " 

cl9oil which 

b- mdnd Which one? " 

Which 

11)  a-y4n wdna' 

cll baby which 

b- wdna' 

which 

" Which baby? " 

I' Which one? " 

-- 

/ I  
3) a-bl yana 

cl3goat which 

b- ydna' 

which 

4) a-fb; yana 
: I  

cl4goats which 

b- yana 

which 

5) a-fdrnbdn fdn i  

cl5nail which 

I f  

b- fdnd 

Which 

6) ambon rndnd 
I 

cl6naiis u.hicli 

b- rn&& 

Which 

7) a-(& ydn; 

cl7navei which 

b- yana 

which 

/ I  

I' Which one? I' 

" Which goats? " ' 

'I Which oncs? " ~ 

" Which nail? " 

" Which onc'? " 

" Which nails? " 

'I Which ones? " 

" Liihkh navel? " 

" Which one? 
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12) a-dsu'rn wdni  

cll2farm which 

b- wana 

Which 

Interrogative pronouns can function in clauses like full nouns as shown in the 

" Which farm? 'I 

Which one? " I I  

examples below. 

(37) 
1 )a -d  nsm indaQ ydns I' which chair is lost " 

QM lost chair which 

b - 4  n6rn ydn; I' which one IS lost? " 

QM lost which 

2 ) a - a  ndsg fdbu's fdn i  I' which cat is big? " 

QM big cat which 

b - d  nd$ fdnd 
QM big which 

" which one IS big'? " 

3 ) a - d  bdk kdkdk ydna' " which mortar is brokcn? I' 

QM broken mortar which: 
i ,  

b- d bhk yana " which one is broken? " 

QM broken which 

Interrogative pronouns may ask information about quantity as illustrated in the 

following examples. 

(38) 

1) a - 6  gyc bang50 bdz& " how many girlsze coming? " 
I 

QM come girls how many 

b-a g y i  bdzan; " how many are coming'? " 
I 

QM come how many 

2) a- m5n6 kcb; banddp bo*z$n; 'I how many houses do you have? " 

You have houses how many 

b-o' g y l  b&ana/ " how many are coming? " 

QM come how many 
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3.2.4. Demonstrative pronouns 

Two forms of demonstratives are attested in Befang. Thc fist  form designates 

something or somebody close to th i  speaker while the second designates what is far 60m the 

speaker. The demonstrative is derived from the near speaker demonstrative adjective. This 

demonstrative pronoun has exactly the same form as the demonstrative adjective, with the 

exception that the high tone is replaced by the falling tone. Moreover. it can be used alone. In 

the following examples, the demonstrative is used in its adjectival form in a- and in its 

pronominal form in 6- . 

(39) 

CLASS 1 a- dk6ny;m ke' " this horse 'I 

horse this 

b k6 'I this one" 

this 

CLASS 2 a- dwd b6 " these hands " 

Hands these 

b- bev 
these 

" these ones " 
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 CLASS^ a-c&n ye' " this war " 

1 b- yg " this one 'I 

War this 

I 
this 

CLASS 4 a- ic im ye' I' these wars " 

wars these 

b- yg " thcsc ones ' I  - 

these 

CLASS 5 a- fdmbdn fd " this nail " 

nail this 

b- fg "this one '' 

this 

CLASS 6 a- rnbdn me' " these nails " 

nails these 

b- me' " these ones " 

these 

CLASS 7 a- (gh6 ye' " this terniite I' 

termite this 

b- ye' 

this 

'' this onc " 

CLASS 8 a- 6 k d m  ke' '' these drums I' 

drums these 

b- k g  " these ones " 

these 

CLASS 9 a- m5wd m e  " this oil " 

oil this 

b- rnz 
this 

" this onc " 

CLASS 11 a- k d k d  ke' " this jigger 'I 

jigger this 
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Table XIV :Demonstrative pronouns 

3.3. Noun + Determiner 

A determiner is a word or a group of words that determine a noun or a noun phrase. It 

can be post-posed or pre-posed to the noun it modifies dcpendirig on the language conccrned. 

In this respect. Ngangoum (2002), quoring Radford (1987), stipulates that determiners which 

can bc uscd prcnominally or pronominally are typically uscd to modify a noun but havc no 

descriptive content on their own. This section will examine Noun + Demonstratwe and Noun 

+Definite article rcspectivcly in 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 

I 
! 

3.3.1 Noun +Demonstrative 
In Befang thcre are two typcs of  demonstratives: the far spcnkcr dcmonstrative and 

the near speaker demonstrative which respectively designates that which is f i r  kom and close 

to the speaker. The demonstrative is biphomic, that is, made up of two morphemes. The k *‘.\L’” 

interrogative particle, which is the stem morpheme, is preceded by the clasdnumber 

morpheme. The lattcr agrees in class and number with the head noun. In the following 

, i. - 
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examples, a illustrates the ncar speaker demonstrative and b exemplifies far from the speaker 

demonstrative. 

(40) 
I 

CLASS 1 a - kityd k6 I' this pepper " 

pepper this 

b - khyd kd I' that pcpper " 

pepper that 

1 
CLASS 2 a - oko'rjk b6 'I thcse grasshoppers " 



CLASS 8 a - klkdm k6 
pepper this 

b - khyd kd 
pepper that 

m e  I 
CLASS 9 a - miy; 

salt this 

b - m i y i  mu 
8 I 

salt that 

CLASS 11 a -  &in4 w6 

boundary this 

b - d d n a '  wd 

boundary that 

CLASS 12 a -  isdm we 

farm this 

I 
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"this pepper" 

"that pepper" 

"this salt" 

I' that salt 'I 

" this boundary " 

"that bolindary " 

"this farm " 

b - d s h  wd "that farm " 

arm that 

able XV: Demonstrative determiners 
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From the above example, it is to be noted that the structure of the noun phrase is l inea 

with the noun at initial position. The demonstrative determiner and the pronoun are thus post- 

to the noun and agree with the latter in class and number. 

3.3.2. Noun + definite article (Narrative) 
I 
I The narrative is the element we refer to as definite article. It is a word used to refer to 

an element already mentioned. Let us consider the following examples. 

(41) 

1)a -m ntjdze akhnygm 
I bring horse 

" i bring the horse I' 

5 

b- 6k;nyirn kdg6 nd& 'I the horse is big " 

horse the big 

In the above sentences, kaga attached to the noun akanym in b enables to infer 

that the latter has been already mentioned in a previous sentence (a-). "6k6nykm 6s.' 
nd&?" can equally mean ' 'he  horse that I am lolkinx about is big" . The narrative or definite 

article can therefore be used only to refer to a noun already mentioned. ,Sccordingly, a 

sentence with a narrative, standing alone, would be ungrammatical. The narrative varies &om 

one class to another insomuch as it agrees in class and number with the nouns rt determines as 

illustrated below. 

(42) 
; I . 

CLASS I a- Ifi nudze okony2m '' I bring the horse I' 

1 bring horse 

b 6kGny2.m k6g6 nd& 

horse the big 

6ko/rJ6 

" the horse is big 'I 

CLASS 2 a- r6 nudze' " I bring the grasshoppers " 

I bring grasshoppers 

b 6kltO'rJa' bag6 nd& " the grasshoppers are big I' 

grasshoppers the big 

CLASS3a-; y6 nd: indug " he took the chair I' 

HeASP tnkc chair 
/ I /  I /  bindao yoga im5 buko I' the chair is broken" 

chair the be broken 
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CLASS4a-6  nydyi ;b; I' you see goat 'I 

you see goats 

b- [b; ydga' ;kd k p d d  

goats the be small 

" the goats are small " 

CLASS 5 a- mi& y6 ny6yf fdbds  " I saw the cat " 

you ASP see cat 

b- fdb& fdga' Jb6rib6 I' the cat is wicked " 

cat the wickcd 

CLASS 6 a- bd nut& m b d s  " thcy bring cats '' 

they bring cats 

b - m b d s  mhga  nddg " the cats are big " 

cats the big 

 CLASS^^-; nim5 [thl " he touches the nave\" 

he touch navel 

b-%g y d g s  nd jg  " the navel is big " 

navel the big 

CLASSSa-A t6kb akam ; " I carry thc drums " 

~ Icany d r u m  

b-akdm k&$ dzl " the drumsareheavy " 

drums the heavy 

CLASS 9 a- bd nuhze mgy; " they bring salt " 

they bring salt 

b-mly;  m 6 g s  d h  " the salt is heavy " 

salt the heavy 

C L A S S I I ~ - ~ %  y d  ny6yi ydn " I saw the baby '' 

you ASP see baby 

b- ya'n w 6 g a  tit& " the baby is sick " 

baby the sick 

CLASS 13 a- h t6k& d k 6 k  
I cany mortar 

b-u'kdk w 6 g 6  d&l " the inortar is heavy " 

" I carry the mortar 

mortar the heavy 
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Table XVI: Narratives 

3.4. Conclusion 

In Befang, the simple nominal construction can be made up of  a noun only, a pronoun 

only or a Noun associated tofdeterniiner. The noun can function as cilher subject of verb or 

object of verb and of preposition. Personal pronouns and possessive pronouns show person 

distinction. Interrogative and denionstrative pronouns vary fTom one class to another. 

depending on the noun they replace. The noun in Befang can be determined by thc 

demonstrative and the defmite article. The narrative is the element we refer to as definite 

article. Both demonstrative adjectives and narratives agree in class with the noun they 

determine. This is the first insight in the nominal construction whose modified structure is 

studied in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE MODIFIED NOMINAL CONSTRUCTION I 
I 
I 4.0. Introduction 
I 

This chapter discusses the nominal construction in Bcfang and its internal structure. 

The possessive and associative nominal constructions are analysed here as ne11 as nominal 

constructions modified by adjectives, quantifiers and numerals. Complex nominal 

constructions wlll be handled at the cnd of the chapter. 

I 

4.1. The possessive nominal construction 

The possessive nominal construction is made up of a Noun + a I'ossessivc dctermincr 

that agrecs in class and number with the head noun as illustrated below. 

(1) 
CLASS 1 a- 6kar;y;rn i k6  . " my horse " 

horse my 

CLASS 2 a- dwo' limb6 'I my hands " 

hands my 

CLASS 3 a- 0 - br h z &  '' my goat " 

goat my 

CLASS 4 a- ;b; inz6 " my goats " 

goats my 

CLASS 5 a- f i g &  u f i  

star my 

" my star " 

CLASS6a- mgah rn6 *' Illy stars " 

stars my 

CLASS 7 a- inz i  " my navcl 'I 

navel my 

CLASS 8 a- dgdma' ik6  " my plantains " 

plantains my 
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MY Your HisiHerllts Our 

CLASS 9 a- mdyt rn6 

salt my 

'I my salt 

CLASS 11 a-kdkd imb& 'I my jigger " 

jigger my 

CLASS 13 a- u'kdk Gmb6 " my inortar I' 

mortar my 

TablcXVII: Possessivc determiners 

Your Their 

1 ik6 ikyd irn$ 

in& ind3ya irn5 

4 inz6 ind-jyd irn5 

5 Uf6 1 up6 urn6 

6 rn6 

ikfshh 1 ika'ns ibci'ms 
i 

I 
8 I ik6 l ikyd , I irn6 

12 umb6 urnby6 urn6 

umbkhs urn6na ibama L- 
uba'm6 

irnkh; lirnsna ubdm6 + Ind3rsh~ indzan5 ibdma 

I I 

j rnbkhs urnana ubo'rna' ---T-t- 
I I 
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4.2. The associative construction 

possession and origin. 

4.2.1.1. Contents 
, 

Generally, Befang makes use of the associative marker '* o " to express contents as 

illustrated below. 

(2) 

1) bjtdi6 d md? " A bottle of water " d 
botlle AM water -- 

2) bickit d md? " A bucket of water " 

bucket AM water - 
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w e n  the word expressing contents is vowel initial, the associative marker deletes as 

illustrated by the following examples. 

(5) 
1) a- b&kh 6bw6 " a bucket of fish " 

I bucket fish I b-dkdg 6bwe' " a dish of fish " 

hole ant 

I 
I 
i 

4.2.1.2. Material 
No associative marker is attested in Befang to express material association. Thls is 

clearly illustrated in the following examples. 

(6 )  
1) inddrj i i y i  " a bamboo chair " I 

I 
I 

chair bamboo 
1 ' 1  

2) 6ba azarj 

bed iron 

3) indip he' 

" an iron bed 'I2 

'I a stone house " 

house stone 

4.2.1.3. Possessive 

To express possession, no associative marker is uscd in Befang as evidenced by the 

following exemples. 

(7) 

I )  khy6 dna " the pepper of the ant " 

Pepper ant 

2) m67 Ya'n " the water o f  thc baby " 

water baby 

3) miy; f d b h  
salt cat 

" the salt of the cat I' 
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4.2.1.4. Origin 

Associative constructions cxpressing origin arc achieved using the associative marker 

a " k a  I' . Let us consider the following exaniples. 

(8) 
1) o'kdr$ ka  fdq " Grasshoppers from thc forest " 

a 

I grasshopper AM forest 

I people AM river 

2) b3 k a  kja' " people from the rivcr " 

3 )hdm k a  f& '' wood kom the forest " 

wood AM forest 

4.3. Nominal constructions modified by adjectives 
An adjective IS a variable word that indicatcs the quality of  a being or a thing. In 

Befang the adjective can agree in class and number depending on its function, its position, 

and its type. 

4.3.1. Functional categories of adjectives 
Two functions can be achieved by adjectivcs III Befang : attributive and prcdicativc. 

4.3.1.1. Attributive adjectives. 

Attributive adjectives are placed at the side of the noun they qualify. They are entirely 

part o f  the noun phrase as illustrated in thc following examples. 
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4.3.1.2. Predicative adjectives 
A predicative adjective is separated kom the noun or the pronoun it modifies by a 

verb. It is not part of the noun phrase. Let us consider the following examples. I (10) 
1)dndnds drns mb$ " the pineapple is good I' 

pineapple be good 
I I  

2) dkdq6 b6 ma d y  " those grasshoppers are big " 

grasshoppers those be good 

I 4.3.2. Position of the adjectives in the noun phrase 

The position of the adjective in thc Befang noun phrase oflen influences its structure. 

Some adjectives arc only pre-posed to the noun they modify. Others are exclusively post- 

posed to the noun they qualify while the majority can bc both prc-posed and post-poscd. 
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4.3.2.2. Post- posed adjectives 
As opposed to the former, post-posed adjectives can only appear after the noun they 

modify. Only one post- posed adjective is attested UI Befang : &kw& (wicked) . Let us 

consider the following example. 

(12) 
1) ;gin dkw& 

girl wicked 

" a wicked girl " 

* 6kw& ( g h  

wicked girl 

2) fdbhs 6 k w h  " a wicked cat I' 

cat wicked 

* &whs fub& 

wicked cat 
( /  

The noun phrases marked with an asterix are not grammatically correct for okwss must - 
always follow the noun it qualifies. 

4.3.2.3.Pre-posed and post-posed adjectives 

The majority of adjectives in Befang can bc both pre-posed m d  post-posed to thc noun 

they modify. However, when the adjective is at initial position it should be preceded by the 

prefm " a " irrespective of the class of the noun modified by the adjective. This can ciearly 

be illustrated by the following examples. 

I 

(13) 

strong 

a- dt& 6kanya\m 

strong cll horse 

b 6t;ta'n dkanyhn 

strong cl2horses 

" a strong horse 'I 

" strong horses " 

2) 66 
short 

a-atafa i z q  * ,  , ,, 
I' a short spear " 

short cl7spear 
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/ # /  b- atafa azj, " short spears 'I 

short c l 8 s p e ~ ~  - 
When the adjective precedes a consonant initial noun, the latter takes " a " as suffix 

, 

irrespective of the class of the modified noun as exemplified below. i 
strong cllbed 

2) atafa barnb5k 

short cl2hawks 

! / I  
" short hawks " 

3) a'tdf6 f ib& 

short cl5cat 

" a short cat " 

When the adjective is postposed to the noun it modifies, it is preceded by an 

associative marker which agrees in class and number with the head noun as evidenced m the 

following examples. 

(1 5) 
1) a-fdgin fd dkh;  " a black star I' 

ClSstar AM black 8 

\ I , I  b- bakatasc bd d& '' heavy spoons " 

CDspoons AM hcavy 

When the adjective has a fmal consonant. the morpheme " 5 I' is added to its root. Let 

us consider the following example. 

strong 

b; y; ta'na' " a strong goat " 

goat AM strong 

The following phrases illustrate the different associative markers that always precede 

pre-posed and post-posed adjectices in Befang. 

(16) 
CLASS1 dn; k d  t in6  " a strong ant " 

ant AM strong 

CLASS 2 bZkdk6 b; d& " heavy snails " 

Snails AM heavy 
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 CLASS^ o'ku'f y; ta'na' " a strong bone " 

bone AM strong 

CLASS 4 fb; y; ta'na/ " strong goats " 

goats AM strong 

CLASS5 fdbds fd t&5 " a strong cat " 

cat AM strong 

CLASS6 mnu& md f i n s  " red birds " 

birds Ah4 red 

CLASS7 ;bd y; d6& " a large angle " 

Angle AIM large 

CLASS 8 dga'mh k; t6f; 'I short plantains " 

Plantains AM short 

CLASS 9 m67 md b6fa' " a bad water " 

Water AM bad 

CLASSII ya'n wd ta'fa' " a short baby 'I 

n d%. Baby AM short 

CLASS 12 dsdm wd d6r36; 

Farm AM l a p  
" a large m tch " 

Y 

The following table summarises thc associative m a r k s  of prc-poscd and p d p o s c d  

adjectives in Befang. 

Table XVIII: Associative markers of adjectives 

we also notice that class 3 and class 5 have the same associative marker as well as class1 1 

and Class 12. ~ &\) i t  .i 



4.3.3. Types of adjectives 
Generally, in Bantu languages, adjectives pattern in thrce broad categories: pure 

adjectives, nominal adjectives and derived adjective ( or verbal adjectives). In Befang, two 

major categories of adjectives are attested: purc and nominal adjectives. 

4.3.3.1. Pure adjectives 
Contrary to the majority of Bantu languages where very few pure adjectives are 

attested, most of adjectives in Befang are pure ones. A pure adjective agrees in class and 

number with the noun it modifies. This is exemplified above ( m  scction 4.3.2.1) where we 

have for instance: 

CLASS6 mnu& rn; f i n d  " red birds " 
- -- 

birds AIM red 

Here thc agreement is not borne by the adjective but by the associative marker that 

precedes it and which, orally, seems to be part of the adjectivc. 

c 

4.3.3.2. Nominal adjectives 
I 

According to Tarnanji ( 2002: P 48) " Nominal odjeclives are pure nouns which ore 
made tofirnc[ion like attributive adjective i n  a N I -  NZ cons[ruction type". I fe further adds that 

"Notnirial adjectives generally occur in pre-notniiral position iviiere they attribute a quaii@ to 

the t i o i i n  they modi@'. In fact, these adjectives though exhibiting ordmary nominal properties 

modify thc head noun just as any other qualificative would do. Let us consider the following 

example : 

(18) 

J 

ya'n dts6 " thc little stick" 

baby stick 
I 

yan here is a noun that functions as a qualificative by modifying the noun it is 
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handled rcspcctivcly in 4.4.1 atid 4.4.2. 

4.4.1. Noun modified by quantifiers 
The quantifiers that are atteslcd in h h i g  a ~ c  : 

(19) 
I I ,  

1- barnoo : " somc " 

2- nda'rn6 : " iiiany 'I 

tw6 : 'I too many I' 

4- 6kphs'E : "kw" 
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CLASS 6 a- dkpAs6 mgdn " k w  stars " 

few stars 

b- dkpds6 mbu's " few cats " 
d 
d 
d 

d 

few cats 

CLASS 8 a- i k p 6 s d  kiyeb6 " few wings " 

few wings 
, , /  

" Pew plantains 'I b- 6kpas.c agdma 

II few cxaniples 

nd2mu'..d..twd and ftkphsi.. .. . .tw6 can also bc classilied in this category of . 

quantifiers though they are actually discontinuous morplicmcs in so n~uch as the noun 

appears in  the middlc as ilustratcd i n  the following p l~ascs  

(21) 

CLASS 2 a- ndam6 bad60 tw6 " loo many chairs " 

many chairs too 

b- Gkpdsd. ukanydm twd " too fcw horscs" 

few horscs too 
I , ,  CLASS 4 a- ndame ibi tw6 

many goals too 

b- 6kpas.c ic&n twa' 

few wars too 

" too niany goats " 

I I .. 
_ ' I  too few wars " 

CLASS 6 a- n d h 6  mgsn twa '' too many stars " 

many stars LOO 

b- dkp& mbds tw6 " too few cats I' 

few cats too 

CLASS 8 a-nd6m6 kiyeb6 twd " too many wings " 

many wings too 

b- ;kpas.c agamb tw6 1 , 1 /  
" loo niany plaii(ains " 



3) f6b6s d&we " no cat I' 

CIS cat no 

4) m b h  bbm'06 " sonic cats ' I  

c16 cats some 

5 )  iyebe &we 

c17 wing no 

6 )  kiyebe bdmoo 

c18 wings somc 

" no wings 'I 

" ,I  some wings " 

On the conirary, g h  is always prcccdcd by an associalivc inaikcr tliut agrccs in class 

and number with the noun modified by the quantifier and bchavcs like pure adjectives 

described in 4.3.3.1 . 

I .  

(23) 

CLASS 2 a- dk6& bd g i h  " :ill tlic grasshoppers " 

Grasshoppcrs A M  a11 

b- bijkato's; ba' gdm " all thc spoons " 

spoons AM all 

CLASS 4 a- lbbi y;  gdm " a l l  the goats " 

goats AM all 

b-hyam y i  g;m 
animals A M  all 

CLASS 6 a-mbds m& g&i 

1' all the aninxdd' 

I' nil I l lC  cn1s " 

cats AM all 

I 
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I b-mgAn ma g im I' all the slars " 

stars AM all 

CLASS 8 a-kikbm k6 gdm all tllc: Ilaillcb" 

dames AM all 

b-hkhm k6 g6m "all the druiiis" 

Unlike the oher  classcs, class 2 maiiilaiiis the associative iiiaiker used lor pie- 

posed and post-posed adjectives (4.3.2. I ) .  

4.4.2. Nouns modified by numerals 

As in all languages, numerals in l3chng arc divided into carcltiial and ordinal 

numerals. 

4.4.2.1. Cardinal numeral 

A cardinal is a word uscd for counliiig. Caidiiial numcials can also be divided into 

simple and complex cardinals. 

i 

druins AM all 
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I b-mgAn ma g im I' all the slars " 

stars AM all 

CLASS 8 a-kikbm k6 gdm all tllc: Ilaillcb" 

dames AM all 

b-hkhm k6 g6m 

druins AM all 

"all the druiiis" 

The following table presents the associative markers that slwuld be inserted between 
I 

the modified noun atid gum. 

Table XIX: Associalive marlters preceding gum 



4.4.2.1.1. Simple cardinals 
Simple cardinals are cardinals that are made up of one word. In Befang they include 

exclusively eight numbers which are: 

(24) 
m6? = one 

fe = " two " 

t6; = '1 three " 

;kjkd = '' four " 

Itja'n = 11 five" 

(nddfu' = "six" 

i f$mi = "eight" 

iwdn = "ten" 

I 

I, 
However. f& and fur , contrary to the-other simple cardinals, are always preceded by an 

associativc marker which exhibits an agreement in class and number with the nouns they 

modify as illustrated below. 

(25)  - 
CLASS 2 a- bikdt6sh b d  fe' 'I two spoons 

Spoons AM two 

" three spoons" , I ,  ' 
b- b i k a t a s c  bo tc? 

Spoons AM three 

CLASS 4 a- ;bi y: fk " two goats " 

goats AMtwo 

b- ;b; y; t i l  " three goats" 

goats AM three 

 CLASS^ a- mg& m6 f6 I' two stars " 

stars AM two 

b- mgan m6 td; 

stars AM three 

" three stars" 

CLASS8 a- 6g6rnd ke' fe' " two plantains " 

plantains Ah4 two 



CLASS PREFIX ASSOCIATIVE 

MARKER 

i 2  U- 

0- 

i- 

4 

Except for the associative marker of class 8 the other ones are similar to those used 

ba bo/ 

I- Yi 

with g&m in 4.4.1.2 

4.4.2.1.2. Complex cardinals 

6 rn 

A complex cardinal is a numeral that is made up of the association of two simple 

cardinals. They can be classified into three specific groups with reference to their structure. 

The first group is made up of complex cardinals that are made up of two simple 

cardinals linked without any associative markers. This group includes only one numeral: 

(26) 

1) hjkn ikjwa " nine " 

five four 

The second group is made up of two simple numerals that are linked by an associative 
# 

marker: nu. 

m6 



The thud group includes cardinals that are made up of two s h p l e  numerals which are 

not linked by an associative marker but by a word : dtswa or batswa that respectively 

mean " remainder " and 'I remainders ". 

., / 

(28) 
1) iwdrn dtswd rn67 

ten remainder one 

" eleven " 

iwdrn batswb b d  t& 
ten remainders AM three 

" thirteen " 

4.4.2.2. Ordinal numerals 

An ordinal numeral is a number that is used to indicate where something comes in an 

order or a sequence. Ordinal numerals in Befang are divided into simple and complex 

ordinals. 

; 

4.4.2.2.1. Simple ordinals 

Generally, simple ordinals are in post-nominal position and do not agree in class and 
I /  

number with the nouns they modify. Only one simple ordinal, ebq, is attested in Befang. 

(29) 

1 )  hkanyim 6b;rl " the f i s t  horse " 

cll horse first 

2)dktbyarn eb;q 

ci2 horses first 

" the frst horses " 

3)6kwa/rj 6bhl " the f i s t  lizard I' 

c13 lizard first 

4) ;bf 6b;rJ " the f r s t  goats " 

c14 goats fist 

Thcsc examplcs illustntc thc fact that thc simplc ordinal is invariablc in that it does not 
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4.4.2.2.2. Complex ordinals 

Apart from i b h ~  the remaining ordinal in Befang are complex ones. Complex ordinal 

in Befang almost display a phrase structure as analysed below I (30) 

1) Arnbak6 dz&n b$ baf6 " the third person " 

I behind back people two 

Literally 1) above means " behind the back of two people ". I 
2 )  dmbak; dzam b$ bat;; " the fourth person " 

behind back people three 
/ 

3) &bake/ dzam b$ ;tj& '' the sixth person " 

behind back people five 

4) 6rnbakk dz&n b$ ffsrns 'I the ninth person " 

behind back people eight 
A 

More interesting is the fact that I' ba " in the preceding examples can be replaced by 

any noun as illustrated in the following sentences. 

(31) 

1) drnbak; dz$m bandGp bat&; 'I the fourth houses ' I  

behind back houses three 

2)dmbakb dz6m 6kGf baf6 " thc third bone 'I 

behind back bones two 

3) ambak6 dz6m mbds ( f h 6  " the ninth cat " 

behind back Cat5 eight 

4) drnbake dz6m b6g$ ikjwd 'I the fiffh girl " 

behind back girls four 

A general structure of complex ordinals in Befang can therefore be deduced as follow: 

dmbak6 + dz6m + N + CARDINALNUMERAL. 

Thus a complex cardinal phrase is always made up of 6rnbUk6 followed by dzdm; 

the noun and the cardinal numeral vary according to the message the speaker wants to convey. 

Here the value of the cardinal numeral should bc of one lesser than that of the ordinal. In 
other words to represent "ninth" it is "eight" that should be used in the phrase to obtain the 

result expressed (3) above. 
. 
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4.5. Complex nominal constructions 
Complex nominal constructions in Befang often include relative clauses. Generally 

three relative clauses are attested restrictive, non-restrictive and correlative. However, 

Befang, like most Bantu languages employ just restrictive relative clauses as will be 

illustrated in this section. 

i 
i 

57- 

(32) 
"the dog which i am bathing " 1)bd yd 6 sw; 

-i 9 

dogRM I bathe 

2) hg&j y6 d tkhd 

girl RM she show 

'I the girl that she is showing " 

" the woman whom she helps " , / /  3) wulay1 w6 6 fy6fa' 

woman RM he help 

4);sdm w6 0' nyA& 

farm RM you see 

" the farm that you see " 

5)y& wd ba t l  

cliild RM we call 

" the child that i am calling " 
3 

A close analysis of relative clauses in Befang has enabled us to come up with the 
. 

following points. 

First, in Befang, relative markers agree with the relativised noun in class and number 
L 

as examplified in the following sentences. 
Q 

(33) 

CLASS 1 a- a'& k6 a' ny&d " the ant that you are seeing " 

ant RMyousee 

b-khyd ke' a' nydrjd " the pepper that you are seeing " 

pepper RM you see 
I ,  CLASSZa-6n6 be' d nyar)& " the ants that you are seeing 'I 

ants RM you see 

b-bSk6k6 b& a' ny& " the snails that you are seeing " 

snails these you see 
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CLASS3a-bi y6 a' ny6& " the goat that you are seeing I' 

goat RM you scc 

b - h d h q  ye' a' nya'rjd 'the chair that you are seeing " 
a 
j chair RMyou see 

I below. 

Secondly, relative pronouns are identical to the demonstrative adjectives as evidenced 

" that goat " 

goat that 

b-b; ye' d ny&$ " the goat that you are seeing " 

goat RMyou see 

2) a- khyd ke '  " that pepper 'I 

peppcr that 

b-khyd ke/ a' nya'rJ& " the pepper that you are seeing " 

pepperRIM you see 

3) a- bak6ko' bk 

snails these 

'I these snails " 

I 
b-bSkAko b; a nyd& " the snails that you are seeing " 

 snail^ RM you see 

The relative pronoun thus behaves like a demonstraitive in that it takes into account the 

distance between the speaker and the object he is referring to. As a result the sentence hd& 
y6 0' nyd& the translation of which is " the chair that you are sccing " rather primarily 

means " that chair that you are seeing ". 

- 

4.6. Conclusion 

This chapter h a s  dealt with the modified nominal construction in Befang and its 

internal structure. Possessive nominal constructions, associative nominal constructions and 

nouns modified by quantifiers have been given careful consideration. Adjectives have been 

studied in terms of thcir functions, their positions and their types. Relative clauses have been 

studied under complex nominal constructions and a similarity has been noticed between the 

relative pronoun and the demonstrative adjective. 
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. . CHAPTER VI 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

Led by the necessity to describe African languages and to broaden the base on which 

the iriternal structure of the noun phrase can be explored, we set out this study to describe the 

nomina! construction in Befang. 

We started our study by looking at the linguistic community of the language. Here we 

tackled the geographical and socio-econonlical set-up of the speech community. After giving 

the linguistic classification of the language we presented a review of literature centered on the 

phonology on the language. This has revealed that the Befang alphabet is made up of fourteen 

phonemic vowels and fourty-four phonemic consonants. 

=, 

s 

From the study of the internal structure of the noun phrase in Befang we came up with 

the following results. f 

- Nouns in Befang are classified according to either their prefix or on the agreement 

they trigger on the possessive determiner. The eleven noun classes that are 

attested in Befang are divided into seven singular classes and four plural classes. 

Twelve distinct genders are found in the language: seven double class genders and 

five single class genders. Noun formation processes are achieved through 

derivation, compounding and borrowing. Loan words are incorporated into the 

language through a process of adaptation known as loan adaptation. 

- In Befang the noun can function as either subject of verb or objects o f  verbs and of 

prepositions. Personal and possessive pronouns show class distinction. The 

nominal construction may be simple or modified. In the former case it is made up 

of a noun or a pronoun alone or a noun with its det\ermincr. In the latter case it can 

be made up of a noun plus an adjective, a quantifier or a relative clause. The 

relative pronoun in Befang is identical to the demonstrative adjective. 



Hopefully, this work will contribute to the standardization of the Befang language and 

also emble to better understand the internal structure of the nominal construction in the 

language. 
Besides the description of Befang as a sample, the present study contributes to 

linguistics in general in that it enables the linguist to underststand the internal working of 

Bantu languages; better still it is a contribution to universal grammar. 

The present work did not go on without a certain number of problems due, on the one 

hand, to our inexperience in the domain of research and, on another, on our background in 

linguistics studies. The trip to the village and the phonetic transcription of the corpus have 

also been hard nuts to crack. The above problems, without justifying our mistakes, may 

explain some of them. 

To put it bluntly the focus of this study was on the structure of the noun phrase in 
Befang. Yet a lot remains to be done to account, for instance, for the agreement in the noun 

phrase. We therefore wish further research to be carried out on this aspect of the language as 

well as others such as verb morphology and syntax to provide the native speaker of the 

language and possible learners with a reliable and comprehensive grammar of the language. 
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